
Psychology of Learning Course Notes 
 

Psychology of Learning – Week 1 – Lecture and Tutorial Notes 
 
Lecture Notes – Introduction 
Overview 
- Aim: to develop a foundation as to why we should examine learning and some of the fundamental concepts of 
learning. 
 - What is learning. 
 - Overview of types of learning. 
 - Assessing learning. 
 - Learning in education. 
 - Habituation and sensitisation. 
 
Learning 
- Learning occurs at all ages and is a lifelong process. 
 - Children and students do not have a monopoly on learning. 
- Humans are not the only ones that have the capacity to learn. 
- Psychologists studying learning are interested in the process and the product of changes that occurs as a result of 
an individuals’ experience. 
 
What is Learning? 
- Learning is an enduring change in behaviour, or in the capacity to behave in a given fashion, which results from 
practice or other forms of experience. 
- A change in our capacity for behaviour, as a result of particular kinds of experience. 
 - Just because you’ve learnt something, doesn’t mean your behaviour changes. 
 
Changes in Behaviour (Not Learning) 
- Fatigue. 
- Changes in stimulus conditions. 
- Change in physiological or motivational state of learner. 
- Maturation (e.g. child too short to demonstrate they have learnt how to get the cup off the counter). 
 
Types of Learning 
- Simple learning. 
 - Habituation and sensitisation. 
- Conditioning (associative learning). 
 - Classical/pavlovian, instrumental, and operant conditioning. 
- Complex learning. 
 - Discrimination, concept, hypothesis testing, spatial, social learning. 
 
Key Points for the Semester 
- We cannot directly see learning or other cognitive processes. 
- Rather we infer it from observable behaviour. 
- However: 
 - How do we know what behaviour indicates learning? (Need to specify particular behaviour) 
 - How do we know the absence of behaviour indicates no learning? 

- What if learning something is demonstrated by no behaviour. (E.g. don’t run with scissors demonstrated by a 
lack of behaviour). 

 
Assessing Learning 
- Direct observation. 
- Written responses. 
- Oral responses. 
- Ratings by others. 
- Self-reports. 



Lecture Notes – Learning in Education 
Perceptual Learning Styles 
- Each have own preferential learning style. 
- Are an individual’s preferred ways of responding (cognitively and behaviourally) to learning tasks which change 
depending on the environment or context. They can affect a person’s motivation and attitude to learning, and shape 
their performance.” 
- Three main styles. 
 
Education Learning 
- Visual. 
 - Majority of people. 
 - 70% sensory receptors in eyes. 
 - Seeing or reading information. 
- Auditory. 
 - Hear information. 
- Tactile-kinaesthetic. 
 - Manipulating material with hands. 
 
Differentiated Instruction 
- Can we still teach a group of heterogeneous students as we do now? 
- Evidence suggests that there should be some tailoring of content to match the level of the student. 
- Expectation within the psychology course. 
 - Increase in knowledge after each semester. 
 - Increase in knowledge throughout each semester. 
 
Surface vs. Deep Learning 

Surface Learning Deep Learning 

Memorise bits of information Try to understand concepts & principles 

Work hard but may not achieve Link old and new topics 

Dependent on teacher Independent 

Don’t question Ask questions 

Only concerned with assessment Enjoy learning (intrinsic motivation) 

 Are efficient 

 
Elaboration 
- Give meaning to information. 
- Active generation of examples. 
- Identify personal meaning in material. 
- Additional retrieval routes for accessing information at a later stage. 
 
Self-Directed Learning 
- Use principles of deep learning. 
- Use reflection. 
- Discuss and share knowledge with others. 
- Understand and use study skills that are best for you. 
 
Improving your Studying 

Do Do Not 

Study in a quiet spot Be unrealistic 

Set yourself modest targets Punish yourself 

Increase your targets Leave it to the last minute 

A public declaration Study in odd places 

Choose effective reinforcers  

 
 



Lecture Notes – Habituation and Sensitisation 
Elicited Behaviours 
- Habituation & sensitisation only involve reflexes. 
 - A behaviour that is “drawn out” of an organism by the presentation of a stimulus. 
 - A behaviour that is automatic and involuntary. 
  - Reflexes (sneezing, startling, salivating). 
- Not to be confused with classical conditioning which involve reflexes and autonomic responses (hunger, thirst). 
 
Reflexes 
- Basic form of elicited behaviour. 
- Defined as a relatively simple, automatic response to a stimulus. 
- Reflexes are closely tied to survival. 
- Examples: startle response, orienting response, flexion response. 
 
Reflex Arc 
- Simple reflexes are activated through a reflex arc. 
- Defined as a neural structure that underlies many reflexes and consists of 
a sensory neuron, an interneuron, and a motor neuron. 
- Reflex arcs allow us to respond much quicker to our environment. 
 
Simple Learning 
- Habituation & sensitisation are classified as simple learning. 
- No new association between two things. 
- Relatively permanent changes in behaviour. 
- Simple learning described as the modification of any behaviour due to the repeated administration of a specific 
stimulus. 
 
Habituation 
- Decrease in the eliciting effect of a stimulus as a result of repeated presentations of that stimulus. 
- Decrease in a reflexive response as the result of repeated presentations of a stimuli. 
- Why? 
 - Sensory fatigue. 
 - Motor fatigue. 
- Why it’s not this? 
 - New stimulus or more intense stimulus will reactivate original response. 
- Dishabituation = when the reflex response reappears after once being habituated due to a new stimulus being 
presented. 
 
Sensitisation 
- Increase in the eliciting effects of a stimulus as a result of prior presentations of that or some other stimulus. 
- Increase in the strength of a reflexive response when a stimulus is repeated. 
- Learning that the stimulus is harmful. 
 
Lecture Notes – Habituation and Sensitisation Evidence 
Background 
- Habituation & sensitisation are fundamental features of how organisms adapt to their environments. 
- In nearly all species and response systems. 
- Don’t need a brain (a simple nervous system will do). 
 
Protozoa 
- Contraction (withdrawal reflex). 
- In response to light or vibration. 
- Will habituate with repeated presentations of light or vibration. 
- Within a small time frame. 
 
 



Aplysia (Aplysia Californica) 
- First came to attention because of large neurons (up to 1mm diameter). 
- 15,000 neurons compared with 100 billion. 
- Gill withdrawal reflex. 
- Anatomy. 
- Jet of water directed on the siphon/gill – decrease in gill withdrawal reflex over time – habituation. 
- Electric shock to siphon – increase in gill withdrawal reflex over time – sensitisation. 
 
Snails 
- George Humphrey (1933). 
- Platform systematically jerked back and forth. 
- At first – complete withdrawal into shell (reflex). 
- Over time – withdrawal reflex diminished until no withdrawal at all. 
- Not fatigue – new or more intense stimulus = reactivation of the withdrawal reflex. 
 
Parametric Features of Habituation 
- Repetition. 

- Repeated application of a stimulus (producing a reflexive response) usually result in a decreased response 
(habituation). 

 - This decrease usually occurs over time (fades away). 
- Spontaneous recovery. 
 - If the stimulus is withheld, the response tends to recover over time (spontaneous recovery). 
 - e.g., aplysia = 21 days, earthworms = 4 days, rat = 42 days, human = 7 days. 
 - Different from dishabituation as S.R> doesn’t involve introduction of new stimulus. 
- Repeated habituation. 
 - If repeated series of habituation and spontaneous recovery are given – habituation becomes more rapid. 
- Spacing. 
 - Other things equal – the more frequent the stimulation the more rapid/pronounced is habituation. 
- Strength. 
 - The weaker the stimulus the faster the habituation – strong stimuli may not habituate at all – may sensitise. 
- Generalisation. 
 - Habituation to one stimuli may generalise. 
 
Lecture Notes – Habituation and Sensitisation in Humans 
Neonates 
- Research using infant reflex – orientating reflex. 
- Constellation of physiological and behaviour responses (e.g. changes in HR, EEG, turning of head, etc.). 
- Usually occurs when infants presented with a novel stimulus. 
 
Sokolov (1960s) 
- Orienting reflex: discrepancy between current inputs (something new) and the neuronal trace or memory of prior 
ones (something old). 
- Magnitude of OR = difference between the trace and the current inputs at a given time. 
- Discrepancy greatest when novel stimulus is introduced. 
- Repeated presentations of the stimulus (novel at first) results in a decrease in the OR. 
- This is habituation. 
- The introduction of a different (novel) stimulus at this point should reactive the OR. 
- Infants also demonstrate habituation when loud noises presented (startle reflex) over time. 
- Infants can sensitise to loud noises if they are intense enough. 
- Shows that infants can learn (in a simple way) in the first few days of life. 
 
Sexual Arousal 
- Physiological (reflexive) and subjective arousal decrease with repeated presentations of the same stimulus. 
- No habituation (decreased arousal) if the repeated stimuli were different. 
- Implications for treatment of some sexual/arousal problems. 
 



Panic Disorder 
- Beck & Wolf (2001). 
- Panic disorder = fear of internal sensations signifying danger. 
- Inhaling CO2 induces intense physical reactions (which lead to fear) in people with panic disorder. 
- This is something that is not observed in people with social phobia or OCD. 
- Can this reaction be habituated? 
 
The Experiment… 
- Took 21 participants provided with oxygen tube delivering air with 20% CO2 on trials. 
 - 14 participants habituated = fear response reduced. 
 - 7 participants sensitised = fear response increased. 
 - Not due to personality or severity factors. 
- Results are promising in treatment of panic disorder (shows learning is taking place). 
 
More Recent Work… 
- Blechert et al. (2010). 
- CO2 (20%) x eight breaths with inhalation of room air before and after each CO2 breath. 
- Panic disorder (PD), social phobia (SP), controls. 
 - When analysed over the length of the experiment. 
  - Habituation occurred across all groups. 
 - When analysed within each inhalation. 
  - PD group sensitised, and took longer to recover, then SP. 
  - Controls habituated. 
 
Everyday Examples 
- Habituation. 
 - Balloons bursting at a party – startle reflex reduced over repeated burstings. 
 - Party poppers – startle reflex reduced over repeated poppers. 
- Sensitisation. 
 - Spider on leg – startle (freak out) reflex increased over repeated detection of crawling sensations. 
 
Tutorial Notes – Learning Styles 
Active vs. Reflective Learners 

Active Reflective 

Learn by doing: discussing, applying, explaining Learn by thinking through quietly 

“Let’s try it out and see how it works” “Let’s think it through first” 

Prefer groups Prefer to work alone 

Problem: might jump in too quickly Problem: might never get anything done 

Benefits from: study groups or buddies Benefits from: reviewing learning at regular intervals; 
writing out info in own words 

 
Sensing vs. Intuitive Learners 

Sensing Intuitive 

Like to learn facts; are good with detail, memorising 
and hands-on work 

Like to discover possibilities and relationships; better at 
grasping new concepts; more comfortable with 
abstractions 

Prefer: solving problems using well-established 
methods 

Prefer: innovation 

Dislike: complications and surprises; being tested on 
material not explicitly covered in class; courses with no 
real-life relevance 

Dislike: repetition, rote learning 

Are: more practical and careful Are: faster workers and more innovative 

Benefits from: use of real-life examples and 
applications 

Benefits from: finding interpretations or theories that 
link facts 

 



Visual vs. Verbal Learners 

Visual Verbal 

Remember best what they see (pictures, diagrams, 
demonstrations, etc.) 

Remember best from words (written and spoken) 

Benefits from: using diagrams, sketches, flow charts, 
colour coding notes 

Benefits from: writing summaries in own words, group 
discussions, peer tutoring 

 
Sequential vs. Global Learners 

Sequential Global 

Gain understanding in linear steps; follow some logical 
order 

Gain understanding in large jumps (randomly until they 
‘get it’) 

Prefer: details Prefer: the big picture 

Are: logical Are: random 

Benefits from: lecture/topic outlines Benefits from: skimming through chapters to get an 
overview 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


